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2,000 Canadian & Australian Resource Juniors
90 Juniors Exhibiting at IMWC
40 “trusted expert”
expert” Speakers
• Brokers - 5 – corporate finance oriented,
constrained by “suitability” handcuffs
• Fund Managers - 1 – macro wisdom,
talking their book, constrained by
market cap restrictions
• Corporate - 9 – promoting their own
companies
• Metal Writers (Sponsored) - 4 – free
expert wisdom paid for by the company
• Metal Writers (Independent) - 21 –
subscriber fee based, various types:
ideologues, generalists, commodity
focused, chartists, company-project
focused, media

The Problem: how does a
junior get anybody’s attention,
how do “trusted experts”
focus their attention
efficiently, how can investors
avoid being stuck trusting the
wisdom of the handful of
experts they can afford?

Is this a buy,
hold, sell or
even a short?
What enabled
me to issue
an SVH Buy at
$0.61 on May
19, 2017?
Where could
the stock go
from here
and why?

The most important question an investor can ask a company is, what
what are
you trying to accomplish, what would it be worth if you succeed, and what
is a fair price to pay today for that expected outcome?
anything
ng with
Unfortunately security laws forbid a company from sharing anythi
you beyond a pile of unconnected dots until it publishes a 4343-101 report
Almost none of the “trusted experts”
experts” will visualize the potential outcome
price
ce should be
of an exploration project and tell you what its current fair pri
because:
• The high uncertainty of discovery exploration guarantees they wi
willll be wrong
• It involves hard work to visualize an outcome with conventional tools
• They may not know how to do it in general or specifically

Economic Geology as done by a resource junior
• Does the region have a substantial metal endowment?
• If not, what reason is there to believe in a hidden endowment?
• If so, is there a reason to believe it has not been largely found?
• How is our exploration strategy different from what others have already attempted?
• Are we applying a new exploration method or model for whose hallmarks past
exploration has never filtered?
• What is the potential size of the prize we are seeking?
• Do we know what failure of our exploration story would look like?
• How much money and time will we need to make or break our story?
• How should our story be priced today based on our visualized outcome?
Economic Geology: the process by which a geologist assesses the
mine
e the potential
mineralization potential of a project, what it would cost to min
such
h an orebody.
deposit, and what it would be worth if exploration delivered suc
orebody.

Cannot
be
shared
with the
public!

Valuation: Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF)
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Net Present Value
n = year of cash
m = mine life (years)

Note: if n=0 then the capital cost can be
included as an initial negative value in the cash
flow series because anything to the power of 0
=1. VBA functions start with n=1.

NI 4343-101 Visualized Outcome for Stibnite Project

Taken from page 640 of the
650 page technical report
supporting the 2014 PFS by
Midas Gold Corp – over $100
million spent on feasibility
demonstration

Doesn’
Doesn’t it make you want to
buy a gold ETF instead? Or
stick with momentum trades?

With a spreadsheet one can model the NPV and IRR outcome at
different metal prices using the company’
company’s 4343-101 visualized outcome.

But DCF spreadsheet models take a lot of work to construct and populate
populate with data.

Ramsey
Target Drilling
– how do you
price it?

Visualizing a Potential Outcome: the Revenue part of the DCF Model
Model

Visualizing a Potential Outcome: the Cost part of the DCF Model

Visualizing a Potential Outcome: the Risk part of the DCF Model

We use the discount rate to adjust for
company-project specific risk. Note: the
algorithm is very simple - it adds the risk
weight factors assigned to the risk type
based on the user choice.

$19 target if Visualized Outcome became reality *

* Assuming no further equity dilution from 33 million fully diluted
diluted

But how does that $19 target based on a visualized
outcome help us price the stock today when all we
have is a box of core confirming the geological
model but no assays establishing grade?

Rational Speculation Model – Uncertainty Ladder for Metal Projects
Success Probability
Exploration Cycle Stages

Outcome Target Fair Value Channels
($ Millions)

Certainty

Leverage

$100

$500

$2,000

1

Grassroots

0.50.5-1%

100100-200

<$1

$2.5$2.5-5

$10$10-20

2

Target Drilling

1-2.5%

4040-100

$1$1-2.5

$5$5-12.5

$20$20-50

3

Discovery Delineation

2.52.5-5%

2020-40

$2.5$2.5-5

$12.5$12.5-25

$50$50-100

4

Infill Drilling & Metallurgy

5-10%

1010-20

$5$5-10

$25$25-50

$100$100-200

5

PEA

1010-25%

4-10

$10$10-25

$50$50-125

$200$200-500

6

Prefeasibility

2525-50%

2-4

$25$25-50

$125$125-250

$500$500-1,000

7

Permitting,
Feasibility

5050-75%

1.31.3-2

$50$50-75

$250$250-375

$1,000$1,000-1,500

8

Construction

7575-100%

1

$75$75-100

$375$375-500

$1,500$1,500-2,000

9

Production

$100

$500

$2,000

Marketing

&

100%

Note: the fair value range in each exploration stage row for each
each outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the target value by the success chance. ie stage 4
target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50

Stage Risk Adjustment: Intrinsic Value vs Speculative Value
Intrinsic Value = Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) applied to a mine
Fair Value of a Bet = probability times value of an expected outcome
outcome
Speculative Value = probability of a potential mine times such a mine’
mine’s DCF value

The 6 Numbers you need to Gamble on Discovery Exploration
• After Tax Net Present Value (NPV)

• Project Net Interest

• After Tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

• Fully Diluted Shares

• Discount Rate

• Stock Price

Future Stock Target: NPV X Net Interest / Fully Diluted
Implied Market Value: Fully Diluted X Stock price / Net Interest
Fair Speculative Stock Price: Stage Certainty X NPV X Net Interest
Interest / Fully Diluted

Temporary Cover

Temporary

S-Curve Behavior escalates in a context of rising metal prices

* Per share target price assumes no further equity dilution from current 33 million fully diluted

reasons
sons to expect
Currently we are in flat metal price markets with no special rea
spott in its valuation
substantially higher real prices, so the market will use the spo
activities. But if we were to get a rising silver price market, investors will apply
a much more optimistic range of “future”
future” prices for their DCF model.

Early stages vulnerable to positive S-Curve, advanced stages negative S-Curve

Rational
Market
Behavior

Irrational
Market
Behavior

Some obvious issues with visualized outcomes
• Who cares what one individual thinks the outcome might be?
• What if he is very confused about the geology? Who will correct him?
• How do we know if some cost assumptions make no real world sense
sense?
?
• What if the writer is on a site visit when important results com
come
e out?
• The letter writer’
writer’s subscription is expensive, the Canadian brokerage
report can’
can’t be disseminated in the United States, the fund manager
won’
won’t share insights until position bought or sold, and if the company
company
the
e
whispers its internal visualized outcome, why should we trust th
numbers when there is plausible deniability?
• The trusted experts cover only a fraction of the 2,000 resource juniors

A subscription based portal which enables members to
visualize outcomes, share them for all to see, comment
on outcomes, and publicly follow companies, projects
and visualized outcomes. Now at beta testing stage.

A John Kaiser Cloning Machine

Each project is a
node that can
attract its own
community of
followers and
outcome visualizers.
TSC will have over
1,500 Canadian and
Australian listed
juniors with 3,000+
projects.

Find projects through the search engine

Go to the Company Page & Follow it and share your
sentiment, or Buy it for one of your “portfolios”
portfolios”

Go to the CompanyCompany-Project Page, follow the project, share
your sentiment on it, check out existing visualized
outcomes or even create your own OV

Visualizer can provide an explanation of the
reasoning behind the visualized outcomes

Initial 4343-101 resource estimate decides who was closest

Define deposit tonnage & grades
and the mining rate and type

Large range of metal choices
Reveal your confidence
about an assumption

You can even enter a rare earth
deposit with all 15 oxides, along
with recoveries and payables for
each one!

You can use spot
or enter a custom
price – good for
seeing what
happens if silver
is $50 per oz!
Also allows
custom prices for
obscure markets
like scandium &
complex ones
like diamonds.

Here is where you can argue with other members
about the costs by including explanatory notes.

Company cannot talk about costs
until 4343-101 PEA is published.

Here is where you figure out the best discount rate by
thinking independently about each risk factor.

The confidence slider allows you to
signal where you are very sure or very
unsure. Honesty builds reputation and
encourages constructive collaboration

Each risk factor note
can become a node for
sophisticated
conversations

Tinker with your own OV as
long as it is private
User slider to see fair
value at each stage
implied by your OV
Share your OV and make a
private copy to tweak when
new results show up.

SuperMiningDude has shared an
alternative scenario of half the
tonnage and slightly lower grade
with higher risk settings that yield
11% discount rate and a
visualized outcome of USD $124
million that equals CAD $5.06

Members can judge the
plausibility of an OV
and/or post comments

An Arena of Reputation based ”untrusted”
untrusted” Experts

The Share Collective’
Collective’s Disclaimer
Every member who shares anything is
assumed to have a conflict of interest
and the goal of influencing the market
and the behavior of the crowd.

TSC Condition
All members are anonymous and
operate with a pseudonym

But if everybody is anonymous and assumed to be untrustworthy,
will not the project BoomTowns be flooded with garbage outcomes
by pumpers and bashers?
• All members start with zero reputation because of the anonymity
• Each new member is assumed to be an untrustworthy predator
• TSC is omniscient – its tools allow members to recover all sharing history and profile
profile
other members
• Reputation evolves through sharing activity and the reaction of fellow members
• It is understood that nobody will share anything without having positioned themselves to
benefit from the crowd’
crowd’s possible reaction
• Because each member can follow only one visualized outcome shared
shared to a company –
project, the crowd will determine the most favored outcome
• Pessimistic or optimistic outliers can damage or build reputation
reputation by the actual outcomes
• Reputation grows by behaving well and smartly, not badly or stupidly
stupidly

TSC is not a traditional stock forum
Unlike traditional stock forums such as Stockhouse in
North America and HotCopper in Australia, the Share
Collective facilitates a highly contextualized dialogue that
maps to stock price based outcomes which members use
as reference points for their market bets.
By illuminating a project’
project’s fundamental potential in monetary
terms in a dynamic, interactive crowdcrowd-based ecoeco-system TSC
revolutionizes how a very large audience interacts with
resource juniors, especially ones with exploration stage.

Implications of The Share Collective
CRM Problem: brokers can use the TSC project BoomTown as a discussion reference in
advising clients on the suitability of a bet they want to place on a junior
Finite Analysis Coverage: retail investors no longer need to rely on the limited universe of
stocks covered by brokerage firms and newsletter writers
Newsletter Research Limitations: Newsletter writers can use TSC to filter for emerging
stories, easily create private visualized outcomes for their own decision making, and even
make analysis of BoomTown activity part of the content they provide to their subscribers.
Company Marketing Activities: Companies can monitor BoomTown activity as a way to see
how effectively they are presenting “fundamental dots” that the crowd is “connecting”, and
can attract audiences passively rather than seeking them out actively.
Regulators: IIROC can refer to BoomTown activity and expectations to determine if market
volatility is due to leaked inside information or just a function of shifting expectations. NI 43101 becomes the basis for determining how close TSC members got to the actual outcome.
Lost Generation: the gaming aspect TSC and its educational nature will attract younger
audiences back into the junior resource sector both for short term trading and longer term
fundamental outcome based bets.

What Next?
A commercial release is planned for H2 of 2017. Active beta testers
will be granted membership privileges in the commercial platform.
Anybody interested in becoming a beta tester should contact me at
jkaiser@KaiserResearch.com
• Geologists

• Brokers

• Teachers

• Engineers

• Company Executives

• Academics

• IR Representatives

• Journalists

• Government

• Students

• Financial Professionals

• Lawyers

• Fund Managers

• Regulators

• Retail Investors

• Traders

• Anybody who gets
how cool this will be

• Family Offices

• Gamers

www.ShareCollective.co
Kaiser Research Online
www.KaiserResearch.com

Original seed backer
Andy Greig, former
head of Bechtel’s
global mining unit

346 Rheem Blvd #107,
Moraga, CA, 94556, USA
Email: jkaiser@KaiserResearch.com
Twitter: @KaiserResearch
Skype: KaiserResearch
Tel: (925) 631-9748

When members of a crowd with a conflict of interest and the goal of
influencing the market and each other connect the dots and share the result
in an untrusted,
untrusted, competitive environment, what is the collective result?

